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Abstract

The conventional command and control based spectrum management has led to substantial underutilization
of some spectrum bands while severely crowding others due to the uneven and dynamic needs that vary
over time and at different locations. Spectrum trading has emerged as a promising management approach
to substantially improve spectrum utilization and user experience in wireless communications by taking
advantage of market-based mechanisms. This article presents an overview of spectrum trading, including
the fundamental characteristics of spectrum trading markets, the state-of-the-art techniques for modeling and
resolving various spectrum trading issues, and trading based dynamic spectrum sharing and access. Moreover,
some open issues in spectrum trading are identified for future research in this area.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, radio spectrum is a highly regulated
commodity whose management and coordination
involve a central government entity, such as the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United
States. Such centralized command and control based
spectrum assignment mechanism typically predicts and
predetermines static bands for their respective specific
usage without accounting for the dynamic nature of
radio frequency (RF) spectrum quality and the service
requirements. As a result, most preassigned spectrum
bands can be substantially underutilized while many
highly popular civilian bands are increasingly over-
crowded, particularly due to the recent boom of many
wireless applications [1–4]. For example, TV broadcast
bands are routinely underutilized while cellular mobile
bands are becoming overly crowded. In brief, such
a centralized spectrum planning is simplistic, often
leading to poor spectral efficiency, and is difficult to
attain the full social and economic values for the
spectrum.

∗Corresponding author. Email: xiongcong@gatech.edu

Auction is a traditional market mechanism used by
regulatory agencies to release the unallocated spectrum
to bidders. Once the initial auction is over, the
winners are licensed to use the auctioned spectrum
bands. Generally, they cannot further trade their
acquired spectrum on the market [5, 6]. To fully
involve economic incentives in spectrum trading to
achieve high spectrum utilization efficiency, subsequent
markets that permit spectrum licensees to flexibly
choose among capital investment, spectrum utilization,
or profit trading on a dynamic basis are desired beyond
the initial auction and assignment [5–8].

Unlike many popular approaches to dynamic spec-
trum assignment, with focus either on finding vacant
spectrum for unlicensed systems or on noncooperative
sharing between licensed and unlicensed users, spec-
trum trading is a more proactive and open form of
cooperative spectrum sharing that involves temporary
or long-term spectrum license transfers for economic
reasons [5–8]. In essence, spectrum trading presents
various spectrum seekers an opportunity to take over
spectrum bands and deliver better values, thereby facil-
itating the establishment of dynamic incentive-driven
and competitive wireless communication markets.
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Liberalized trading of spectrum licenses can poten-
tially take better advantages of market-based economic
mechanisms, leading to maximum social and economic
utilities of spectrum [5–10]. Specifically, in establish-
ing a fully competitive and cooperative wireless mar-
ket, wireless service providers are expected to increase
their profits by thoroughly exploiting the benefits and
characteristics of different spectrum bands and appro-
priately allocating resources across a wide swath of
multi-spectrum bands. Users will have more choices
for better services at lower prices. Society can better
fulfill practical RF spectrum needs, including public
safety, telemedicine, and social services. Thus, spec-
trum trading based on market supply and demand is
of growing interest to regulatory agencies, social and
economic studies, as well as academic and industrial
wireless research groups.

This article focuses on spectrum trading in wireless
communications. We present an overview on recent
development of spectrum trading market including
known techniques and also point out some open
challenges. The rest of this article is organized
as follows. Section 2 introduces several models
for spectrum trading markets. Sections 3, 4, and
5 investigate several important issues of spectrum
trading, models and methods for spectrum trading, and
spectrum trading based dynamic spectrum sharing and
access, respectively. We also highlight some open issues
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section
7.

2. Spectrum Trading Markets
The desire to use market-based mechanisms instead of
traditional command and control methods for spectrum
management has motivated studies on the forms and
viability of future spectrum trading markets. In general,
the spectrum trading market may consist of entities,
such as spectrum sellers, spectrum buyers, spectrum
brokers, and a regulator, as illustrated in Figure
1. Their functions and the interaction among them
depend on the spectrum trading market models. In this
section, we introduce three existing spectrum trading
market models, including the roles of the involved
entities, which can be used to analyze the potential
of spectrum trading markets. These spectrum trading
market models are briefly summarized in Table 1.

2.1. Secondary Spectrum Trading Markets
In the traditional centrally controlled spectrum market,
the assignment of newly released spectrum is usually
static, lasting for a long term (e.g. tens of years) and
covering a large geographic area (e.g., national-wide).
However, such an approach has caused substantial
underutilization of some licensed spectrum bands
while badly crowding others [1].

Spectrum
sellers

Spectrum 
buyers

buy, rent, bid, offloading

sell, lease, ask, exchange

Regulator

Spectrum marketSpectrum
brokers

Figure 1. Structure of spectrum trading markets.

Realizing the potential power of market forces
in improving the overall utilization efficiency of
spectrum, governmental regulatory agencies have
acknowledged the possibility for existing spectrum
licensees to trade their unused spare spectrum through
secondary spectrum markets under certain rules [2–4].
A secondary spectrum market allows and encourages
existing spectrum licensees to trade away their rights
to unused spectrum, either leasing it temporarily, or
on a longer-term basis, or even outright selling their
rights, to other organizations that badly need this
spectrum. We believe that an effectively functioning
secondary spectrum market can increase the amount
of spectrum capacity available to prospective wireless
service demands and new wireless technologies by
substantially improving the utilization of spectrum
currently assigned to less active license holders.

To facilitate successful development of secondary
spectrum markets, two categories of spectrum leasing
options have been proposed [2, 3]. One leasing
option, namely “spectrum manager" leasing, permits
entities to engage in leasing arrangements without
prior governmental approval as long as the original
licensee retains both de jure control of the license and
de facto control over the leased spectrum. The other
option, known as “de facto transfer" leasing, creates a
streamlined approval process for leases that involve a
transfer of the de facto control of the license.

The spectrum market based on the concept of
secondary spectrum market adopts some market-
driven mechanisms for spectrum management and is
a smooth evolution of the command and control based
spectrum market. However, it still lacks the high-level
liberalization of commodity market and involves a
certain level of governmental regulation and restriction,
which may hinder the efficient reallocation of spectrum.
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Table. 1. Comparison of different models for spectrum trading market

Model Features

Secondary spectrum trading market

spectrum licensees trade with buyers directly

spectrum leasing without transfer of de jure control of license

low-level of market-based mechanisms, high-level of regulation

Exchanged-based spectrum trading market

market maker facilitates trading as a dealer

spectrum leasing with and without transfer of de jure control of license

medium-level of market-based mechanisms, medium-level of regulation

Two-tire spectrum trading market

separation of spectrum ownership from provision of wireless service

spectrum broker manages spectrum assets

high-level of market-based mechanisms, low-level of regulation

2.2. Exchange-based Spectrum Trading Markets
To introduce more market-forces into spectrum trading,
an exchange-based spectrum trading market is pro-
posed in [5]. The entities participating in the exchange-
based spectrum market include spectrum exchange,
spectrum license holders, spectrum license requestors,
spectrum regulators, and market makers. Spectrum
exchange maintains facilities for spectrum trading;
spectrum license holders own spectrum license and
want to sell it; spectrum license requestors want to
buy spectrum licenses; spectrum regulators oversee the
spectrum trading market; and market makers facilitate
trading and acts as a dealer that holds an inventory of
spectrum. In a typical trade of the exchange-based spec-
trum market, the spectrum exchange collects offers to
sell spectrum from spectrum license holders and offers
to buy spectrum from spectrum license requestors,
determines the winning bid, and transfers a spectrum
usage right from its holder to its winning requestor.

Compared to the secondary spectrum trading mar-
kets, exchange-based spectrum trading markets have
more liberalized market structure and may exploit
more benefits from general market forces.

2.3. Two-Tier Spectrum Trading Markets
To fully exploit the power of market-based mechanisms,
a two-tier spectrum trading market [6] is suggested,
which advocates the separation of spectrum ownership
from the provision of wireless services as a reasonable
outcome of trading spectrum property right. The
upper-tier market involves spectrum owners trading
spectrum property rights similar to other commodity
rights, whereas the lower-tier market consists of spot
markets for service providers to acquire limited-
duration rentals of spectrum assets from owners
at particular locations. Spectrum brokers managing
spectrum assets at particular locations play the role
of middlemen for spectrum owners of the upper tier
and service providers of the lower tier. Note that the

two market tiers could run at different time-scales:
spectrum assets at the upper tier might be traded on
a long-term scale, whereas rented spectrum assets at
the lower tier could be negotiated over short-term time
scales.

The two-tier spectrum market potentially enables
relatively low trading/transcation and maintenance
costs for wireless service providers, especially for small
and short-term acquisition. The entry barriers for
wireless service market may also be lowered, leading
to more competitive and diversified services and more
efficient utilization of the entire spectrum. However,
whether such high-level liberalization of the spectrum
will damage some social value aspects, such as fairness,
of spectrum utilization and how to avoid the possible
damage need to be carefully addressed.

3. Important Issues for Spectrum Trading

In this section, we discuss some important issues in
various spectrum trading activities, including pricing
mechanism and utility functions.

3.1. Pricing Mechanism
In spectrum trading, price reflects the value of the
spectrum bands to their sellers and buyers. Therefore,
price mechanism plays an important role. Buyers want
to choose spectrum that can accommodate required
service with the lowest price while sellers wish to
maximize their profits through selling (or leasing) the
spectrum. Hence, the pricing mechanism in spectrum
trading should be designed to offer profitable business
to the sellers and create favorable services for the
buyers. On the one hand, the spectrum price also
depends on buyers’ demands of spectrum and sellers’
inventory of spectrum. When there are multiple buyers
trying to bid for the same spectrum band, the price
would rise. If multiple sellers can provide spectrum
bands of similar service capacity, the price would fall.
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On the other hand, competition and cooperation
among spectrum sellers and buyers in spectrum trad-
ing also significantly affect the pricing mechanism. A
more liberalized spectrum market will spontaneously
encourage competition and cooperation among differ-
ent sellers and buyers. Competition allows spectrum
sellers to survive and to make more profits by provid-
ing spectrum at a more reasonable price. Meanwhile,
cooperation in both pricing and spectrum assignment
among the sellers is helpful for their own benefits,
considering the dynamics in spectrum spatio-temporal
availability, user need, channel quality, and the poten-
tial multi-user diversity gain. For example, if the sellers
cooperatively match high quality spectrum bands to
the buyers requiring high quality bands, the overall
spectrum efficiency is high, which makes it possible to
accommodate more buyers and higher profits.

In [11], the monopolist-dominated quality-price
contract is introduced as the pricing mechanism. It
is offered by the spectrum seller and contains a set
of quality-price combinations, each intended for a
type of consumers. In [12], knapsack-based auction is
employed to develop a dynamic pricing strategy for
competitive spectrum sellers, which stimulates sellers
to upgrade their network resources and offers better
services for more profits. In [13], pricing dynamics in
a competitive spectrum market consisting of selfish
spectrum sellers are investigated. As a result of non-
cooperative nature of the sellers, price war occurs
when the buyers are price-sensitive. In [14], an
equilibrium pricing scheme is developed through a
game-theoretic model for an environment in which
multiple spectrum sellers compete mutually to offer
buyers spectrum. Pricing mechanisms for spectrum
trading with bandwidth uncertainty and spatial reuse
are analyzed via game models in [15, 16]. In [17],
the optimal investment and pricing decisions of a
spectrum seller under spectrum supply uncertainty is
investigated through a Stackelberg game.

If commodities in addition to spectrum bands, such
as base stations (BSs) and power supply, are also
involved in the spectrum trading, the adopted pricing
mechanisms need to consider all such factors and
generally become more complicated. A recent survey
of pricing schemes in wireless environments can be
found in [18], where pricing schemes are discussed and
classified according to the factors involved in the price
calculation, e.g., the available bandwidth and frequency
of the spectrum, the negotiation capabilities between
spectrum sellers and buyers, and the network facilities.

3.2. Utility Functions

Another critical issue in spectrum trading involves
finding proper utility functions for optimizing resource

allocation under practical constraints, such as band-
width, power, data rate, and channel quality. Although
price as discussed earlier is an important user consid-
eration, user experience and satisfaction for a specific
service need play an equally important role in resource
allocation decision by spectrum trading.

Basically, utility functions map resource use (band-
width, power, etc.) or performance criteria (data rate,
delay, etc.) to their corresponding utility. The intro-
duction of utility function allows its optimization as a
metric for resource allocation. There are usually two
approaches to obtaining or defining utility functions
[19]. For a specific type of applications, the utility func-
tion can be obtained by sophisticated subjective sur-
veys. For example, a utility function to indicate users’
satisfaction toward throughput for best-effort services
has been obtained in [20] through surveys. Another
simpler and more popular method is to design utility
functions based on engineers’ quantified expectation of
quality-of-service (QoS) with respect to objective indexes
for delivered data streams, such as speed, accuracy, and
latency, plus appropriate fairness in the network. The
most commonly used utility functions of this category
include throughput [21, 22], delay [23, 24], fairness [25–
28], net profit [29–31], energy efficiency [32–34], as well
as sigmoid utility functions [35], etc.

Mathematical properties and tractability of utility
functions are also crucial and need to be carefully con-
sidered when designing or choosing utility functions.
For example, utility functions exhibiting convexity are
generally easier to deal with than nonconvex ones.
Moreover, in some game scenarios, utility functions
satisfying certain conditions can guarantee network
convergence and stability [36].

Another important issue on utility functions arises
when optimizing the total utility of multiple entities.
A common approach is to use the (weighted) sum or
product of all individual utility functions as the overall
utility function, where each individual utility func-
tion purely represents user’s self-interest [37, 38]. This
approach is reasonable when each individual is rational
and committed to achieving the best outcome for itself
regardless of impact on others. However, the rationality
assumption about individuals is somewhat asocial and
may not be adequate for truly cooperative scenarios.
To well characterize the interplay among multiple enti-
ties in cooperative systems, satisficing theory [39, 40]
and social utility functions [41, 42] are introduced as
alternatives. Satisficing theory is used to explain the
behavior of decision makers under circumstances in
which an optimal solution cannot be determined or is
not worth the efforts for pursuing it, considering that
human beings can hardly evaluate all outcomes with
sufficient precision or know the relevant probabilities of
outcomes. It emphasizes that in many social scenarios
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the only information we can draw from for decision-
making are the preferences of individuals. Social utility
functions are constructed around multiple decision-
maker preferences rather than actions, thereby letting
each individual expand one’s sphere of interest beyond
the self. Thus it can characterize complex interrelation-
ship among individuals, such as cooperation, compro-
mise, negotiation, and altruism.

4. Models and Methods for Spectrum Trading
In this section, we review some classical and state-
of-the-art models and methods that can be applied
to various spectrum trading scenarios, which are first
briefly summarizes in Table 2, and then discussed in
details.

4.1. Conventional Optimization for Spectrum Trading
A spectrum trading process can be simply regarded
as an optimization problem, where spectrum sellers
and/or buyers aim to maximize their respective utilities
under certain constraints by finding out the optimal
operating parameters [22, 34, 43–48]. Depending
on spectrum trading scenario, various conventional
optimization techniques, including linear programming,
mixed integer linear programming, convex programming,
mixed-integer convex programming, etc., may be applied
to model and solve the problem.

There are two useful tricks for solving established
optimization problems by classical optimization tech-
niques. One is through transformation to simplify the
problem. The other is through relaxation to provide
better mathematical tractability. For example, when
spectrum buyers maximize their throughput under
interference constraints, the optimization problem can
be established as a mixed-integer convex programming
problem and then be solved by Lagrange dual decom-
position [49] as in [22]. In [34], when the spectrum
buyers optimize their energy efficiency, the problem can
be set up as a mixed-integer nonconvex programming
problem before being solved through a branch-and-
bound algorithm after relaxation and transformation.

4.2. Game for Spectrum Trading
Game is a mutually developed mathematical theory for
understanding the strategic interplay among rational
entities [50–52]. Because of underlying economic
incentive structures in spectrum trading, it is quite
natural to apply game theory there to model and
analyze individual and group behaviors of entities
involved, e.g., spectrum sellers and buyers, as widely
discussed in some surveys [53–57] and more original
contributions [15, 16, 25, 27, 58–73]. Using appropriate
games to model various spectrum trading scenarios,
the involved entities’ strategic behaviors can be

analyzed in formalized game structures. Moreover,
game models can provide well defined equilibria and
Pareto optimality/efficiency to characterize spectrum
trading and may offer distributed solutions for non-
centralized scenarios.

Mathematically, a game problem formulation consists
of players, their strategies, and their payoff functions. A
spectrum trading process can be modeled as a game,
where the involved entities, e.g., spectrum sellers and
buyers, are treated as the players, the feasible actions
related to spectrum trading, e.g., spectrum to trade,
transmission parameters, and pricing mechanisms,
are treated as the strategies. The chosen utility
functions, discussed in Section 3.2, are treated as
payoff functions. When predicting outcomes of games,
equilibria are an important family of solutions in which
a unilateral deviation from the equilibrium strategy
by one player would result in a lower payoff for the
deviating player. Pareto optimality/efficiency is another
important family of solutions in which it is impossible
to make any player strictly better off without making at
least one other player strictly worse off.

Depending on the availability of coordinators,
spectrum trading can be modeled and analyzed as
either non-cooperative spectrum trading game or
cooperative spectrum trading game.

Non-Cooperative Spectrum Trading Game. In a non-
cooperative game [52], self-interest players have no
enforceable cooperation mechanisms and make deci-
sions independently. While players could cooperate,
any cooperation must be self-enforcing [52]. If the strate-
gies and payoff functions of the players are commonly
known in a game1, it is a game of complete infor-
mation; otherwise, it is called a game of incomplete
information [52]. For a non-cooperative game of com-
plete information, Nash equilibrium [51], if exists, is
an important stable solution (to evaluate game out-
come) in which no player can attain a higher payoff
by unilaterally deviating his own strategy. Similarly,
for a non-cooperative game of incomplete information,
Bayesian Nash equilibrium [74], if exists, is an important
stable solution. Because of the non-cooperative nature,
non-cooperative games are suitable to model and solve
the non-cooperative spectrum trading problems, which
primarily focus on distributed design and cooperation
stimulation. For example, the competitive behaviors of
multiple spectrum sellers with complete information
[16, 25] and with incomplete information [15, 62] as
well as the competition among spectrum buyers [63] are

1This corresponds to the spectrum trading scenarios in which
all network parameters including constraints, bandwidth, powers,
channel gains, etc. are common knowledge to all those entities
involved.
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Table. 2. Models and methods for spectrum trading

Model Method

Conventional optimization

linear programming [45]

convex programming [43, 44, 46, 47]

nonconvex programming [22, 34]

Game [53–57]

noncooperative game: static [15, 16, 25, 62, 63], dynamic (repeated [65], multi-stage [64]),

Bayesian [66], sequential, Stackelberg [67, 68]

cooperative game: coalition formation [69–71], Nash bargaining [27, 72, 73, 77]

Auction [79–81]

one-sided [29, 82, 83] vs. two-sided [84, 85]

single-unit [86] vs. multi-unit [87]

auction game: noncooperative [54, 58, 89] vs. cooperative [30]

Graph

conflict graph [90]: multi-point, dynamic [91]

factor graph [93]

bipartite graph [94–96]

layer-graph [97]

modeled as non-cooperative games and then analyzed
through Nash equilibria.

In practice, some spectrum trading processes may
last over such long periods that the spectrum spatio-
temporal availability varies. An appropriate game
model should enable its players to make timely
decisions in respond to such network dynamics. In a
static (non-cooperative) game (also namely strategic (non-
cooperative) game [52]), however, players make one-
time decisions at the beginning of the game without
change over time. On the other hand, a dynamic
(non-cooperative) game (also namely extensive (non-
cooperative) game) allows players to make decisions
not only at the beginning of the game but also
at any time when they have to. If each player is
perfectly informed of previous actions by all other
players at each stage in the dynamic game, it is a
game of perfect information; otherwise, it is a game of
imperfect information. To properly model and analyze
players’ interplay evolving over time in dynamic
spectrum trading, dynamic game models, such as
repeated game, multi-stage game, Bayesian game, and
sequential game [52], should be applied instead of static
models. Depending on the availability of complete and
perfect information, dynamic spectrum trading can
be further divided into dynamic spectrum trading of
complete information2 and dynamic spectrum trading
of incomplete information.

• For dynamic spectrum trading scenarios of complete
information, repeated game and multi-stage game

2In a slight abuse of terminology, spectrum trading of complete
information refers to spectrum trading environments having complete
and perfect information in the sense of game throughout this
manuscript.

can be used as models. For these games, subgame
perfect equilibrium [52] is widely used to predict the
outcome. For example, the competition between two
spectrum sellers [64] and the competitive behaviors
of multiple selfish spectrum buyers [65] are modeled
by a three-stage dynamic game and a repeated
dynamic game, respectively, before analysis based
on the subgame perfect equilibria.

• For dynamic spectrum trading scenarios of incom-
plete information, Bayesian game and sequential
game, where players generate, and rely on, their
self-renewing beliefs (i.e., probability distribution)
over observation uncertainties regarding the actions
of others, can be applied as models. For these
games, perfect Bayesian equilibrium and sequential
equilibrium [52] are commonly used to measure the
outcome. For example, the competition for shared
bandwidth among multiple spectrum buyers who
are unable to completely observe other buyer behav-
iors (e.g., speed of movement, bandwidth demand)
is modeled by a Bayesian game and subsequently
measured by Bayesian Nash equilibrium in [66].

Another practical consideration in spectrum trading
is that different entities may have different levels of
priorities, e.g., some entities may be primary while
others are subsidiary. Such spectrum trading scenarios
can be well modeled by Stackelberg games. Stackelberg
game [52] is a two-player extensive game with perfect
information where a leader chooses an action from his
strategy set and a follower, informed of the leader’s
choice, selects an action from its strategy set. The usual
solution to such games is that of subgame perfect
equilibrium. For example, a spectrum trading scenario
with a single spectrum seller (aiming to maximize
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Table. 3. Game modeling and equilibria for non-cooperative spectrum trading.

Spectrum trading of complete information Spectrum trading of incomplete information

Static spectrum trading
Static game of complete information Static game of incomplete information

Nash equilibrium Bayesian Nash equilibrium

Dynamic spectrum trading
Dynamic game of complete information Dynamic game of incomplete information

Subgame perfect equilibrium Perfect Bayesian equilibrium, sequential equilibrium

its revenue by properly adjusting its load across
the spectrum) and multiple selfish spectrum buyers
(aiming to maximize their own payoffs) is modeled
as a Stackelberg game, in which the seller is treated
as the leader while the buyers are viewed as the
followers [67]. In [68], multiple legitimate parties (i.e.,
spectrum sellers), facing malicious eavesdroppers who
also hold spectrum, allow multiple other terminals,
(i.e., spectrum buyers), to rent spectrum if they help
combat the malicious parties by acting as cooperative
jammers. The spectrum trading process is modeled and
analyzed as a Stackelberg game with legitimate parties
as the leaders and friendly jammers as the followers.

In Table 3, we summarize the game modeling and
equilibria for non-cooperative spectrum trading. Note
that non-cooperative spectrum trading modeled by
non-cooperative games may suffer low efficiency in
spectrum utilization, a problem inherent to the equilib-
ria in those games. As an alternative with possibly high
spectrum utilization efficiency, cooperative spectrum
trading also has attracted substantial attention.

Cooperative Spectrum Trading Game. A cooperative game
[52] is a game, in which groups of players (also namely
coalitions in game terminology) may enforce cooperative
behaviors to maximize a common payoff of a coalition.
Because of the cooperative nature, cooperative games
can well model and solve the cooperative spectrum
trading problems, in which cooperation among entities
is enforced through centralized control. Coalition
formation game and Nash bargaining game are two
commonly used cooperative game models [52].

Coalition formation game [52] is a cooperative game
admitting a set of players seeking to form coalitions
to improve their payoffs. Classical coalitional problems
are typically modeled in the characteristic form [75], in
which the utility of a coalition is not affected by the
formation of other distinct coalitions. In contrast, for
coalitional games in partition form [76], the value of any
coalition strongly depends on how other players outside
the coalition are organized. The solution for coalition
formation game is called the core [52], which is defined
as the set of all undominated imputations [52]. Coalition
formation game is adequate to model and analyze
the spectrum trading where some involved entities
want to cooperative to improve their transmission
opportunities [69–71].

Nash bargaining game [52] can appropriately model
and analyze the negotiation/bargaining processes of
involved entities in the spectrum trading [27, 72, 73,
77]. And a Nash bargaining solution [52] is Pareto
optimal for a Nash bargaining game.

4.3. Auction for Spectrum Trading

Auction theory [78], an applied branch of economics,
deals with how entities act in auction markets and
studies the properties of auction markets. In general,
auction suits a situation where the commodity value to
the buyers is uncertain and may even vary. For example,
auction has been used historically by government
authorities to sell licenses for some spectrum bands,
such as bands for mobile communications. An auction
is an event to trade/exchange commodities and may
involve bidder(s), seller(s), and auctioneer(s) [78]. A
bidder submits bids (i.e., bidding prices) to buy the
commodities; a seller owns the commodities and offers
asks (i.e., asking prices) to sell them; an auctioneer is an
intermediate agent betweens bidders and sellers, and is
in charge of the auction process.

Recently, auction theory has been recognized as a
promising tool to efficiently solve various emerging
spectrum trading problems, which has been extensively
covered in some surveys and tutorials [79–81] as well
as related literature [29, 30, 58, 82–89]. Spectrum
trading can be modeled, analyzed, and implemented as
auctions, where the spectrum buyers are bidders, the
spectrum sellers remain as sellers, and the spectrum
exchange or spectrum brokers or even the spectrum
sellers act as auctioneers. Using auction models, we can
analyze the outcome, efficiency, fairness, and optimal
and equilibrium bidding and asking strategies of the
spectrum trading.

Spectrum trading auctions can be categorized based
on different criteria, including one-sided and two-sided
spectrum trading auctions, single-unit and multi-unit
spectrum trading auctions, and non-cooperative and
cooperative spectrum trading auction games.

One-Sided and Two-Sided Spectrum Trading Auctions.
Depending on the number of spectrum sellers and the
number of spectrum buyers in the market, spectrum
trading auctions can be categorized as one-sided
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Figure 2. Spectrum trading auctions: (a) forward one-sided spectrum trading auction; (b) reverse one-sided spectrum trading; (c)
two-sided spectrum trading auction.

spectrum trading auctions and two-sided spectrum
trading auctions, as shown in Figure 2.

Usually, in a forward one-sided auction, the bidders
submit their bids to a single seller; in a reverse one-
sided auction, the sellers offer their asks to a single
bidder. Spectrum trading with a single spectrum seller
and multiple spectrum buyers can be well modeled
and analyzed as forward a one-sided auction while
spectrum trading with a single spectrum buyer and
multiple spectrum sellers can be properly modeled and
analyzed as a reverse one-sided auction. For example,
spectrum trading with a single spectrum seller and
multiple spectrum buyers is modeled and analyzed as a
forward one-sided auction in [82]. In [83], the spectrum
trading process with multiple competing spectrum
sellers is investigated as a reverse auction. Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction [78] is used as a forward
one-sided spectrum trading auction for competitive
spectrum sellers to offer spectrum bands to buyers with
and without contracts simultaneously in [29].

In a two-sided auction, bidders and sellers submit
their bids and asks, respectively. The auctioneer then
matches the asks and the bids before exchanging
payment and commodity for each matching pair of
bidder and seller. Spectrum trading with multiple
spectrum sellers and multiple spectrum buyers can
appropriately modeled and investigated as a two-
sided auction. For example, a general framework
for truthful two-sided spectrum trading auctions
for homogeneous spectrum bands is established for
spectrum trading with multiple sellers and buyers in
[84]. In [85], a truthful two-sided auction considering
the heterogeneity of spectrum bands is developed for
spectrum trading with multiple sellers and buyers.

Single-Unit and Multi-Unit Spectrum Trading Auctions. As
a result of the dynamic nature of spectrum spatio-
temporal availability, there could be multiple isolated
unused spectrum bands available for spectrum trading.
According to the number of spectrum bands that are
auctioned at a time, spectrum trading auctions can be
divided into single-unit spectrum trading auctions and
multi-unit spectrum trading auctions.

In a single-unit auction [78], only one commodity is
auctioned at a time. Spectrum trading with multiple
spectrum bands for sale sequentially can be well
modeled and analyzed as a single-unit spectrum
trading auction as in [86].

In a multi-unit auction [78], multiple commodities
are auctioned at a time. Spectrum trading with
multiple spectrum bands for sale simultaneously can be
appropriately modeled and investigated as a multi-unit
spectrum trading auction shown in [87].

Non-Cooperative and Cooperative Spectrum Trading Auction
Games. To model and analyze the strategic asking and
bidding behaviors of spectrum sellers and buyers, and
to enable decentralized design in spectrum trading
auction, game theory can be naturally incorporated
to form an auction game. In a spectrum trading auc-
tion game, participants’ strategies are limited by the
adopted auction machinery (i.e., the bidding/asking
languages) while the auction outcome can be evaluated
by equilibrium bidding and asking strategies. Depend-
ing on the level of cooperation among sellers and among
bidders, spectrum trading auction games can be classi-
fied as either non-cooperative spectrum trading auction
games or cooperative spectrum trading auction games.

For a one-sided spectrum trading auction game with
non-cooperative bidders or non-cooperative sellers,
Nash equilibrium is commonly viewed as the optimal
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outcome of the auction. For a two-sided spectrum
trading auction game involving non-cooperative sellers
and non-cooperative buyers, competitive equilibrium
[54], a price at which the number of buyers willing to
pay is equal to the number of sellers willing to accept,
is a well defined theoretical prediction of the outcome.
Moreover, considering spectrum trading auction over
long periods, dynamic game can be employed to
incorporate the spectrum dynamics and participants’
bidding/asking history into the auction. The equilibria,
such as perfect Bayesian equilibrium and sequential
equilibrium or subgame perfect equilibrium, can be
utilized to anticipate the outcome of dynamic spectrum
trading auction games. For example, a double auction
is established among multiple TV broadcasters (i.e.,
spectrum sellers) and WRAN service providers (i.e.,
spectrum buyers) for TV radio spectrum bands in [58].
The WRAN service providers compete with each other
by adjusting the service price charged to WRAN users.
A non-cooperative game is formulated to obtain the
solution in terms of the number of TV bands and
the service price of a service provider for maximum
profit. In [89], a repeated auction game of incomplete
information is established to characterize the strategic
competitions among the multiple spectrum buyers
for spectrum bands from a spectrum seller, where
knowledge regarding other buyers is limited due to the
distributed nature of the network.

In a cooperative spectrum trading auction environ-
ment, coalition formation game can be applied to maxi-
mize the sum expected payoff of the spectrum sellers or
buyers in a coalition. The solution for the cooperative
auction game is the core. For example, in [30] the
interaction among the sellers in a secondary spectrum
trading market is modeled as a cooperative auction
game. It is further demonstrated that, for any fixed
strategies of the buyers, the core of the cooperative
auction game is nonempty.

4.4. Graph for Spectrum Trading
Graph theory can also be used for spectrum trading. To
capture different features of different spectrum trading
scenarios, various of graph structures can be utilized.

One of the most common approaches to spectrum
trading is based on conflict graphs [90]. Conflict graphs
can capture the interference relationship among the
entities involved in spectrum trading. For example,
each spectrum buyer is represented by one node. If
two nodes interfere with each other, one edge is linked
between them. Weights on edges can measure the
interference levels, where different utility functions
(e.g., those in Section 3.2) can be used to capture various
requirements. When one node can be assigned to more
than one spectrum bands, a multi-point conflict graph
can be used. To capture the dynamics of interference,

the spectrum trading system can be modeled by a
dynamic conflict graph [91]. After the conflict graph
is constructed, spectrum will be assigned accordingly.
To avoid interference, connected nodes are normally
assigned with different spectrum bands. To fulfill this
goal, graph-coloring can be utilized [92], such that
one color is used to represent one spectrum band
and connected nodes may not have the same color.
Besides using one node and one color to represent one
spectrum buyer and one spectrum band, respectively,
the conflict graph can be generalized to capture the
spectrum trading system where a group of buyers share
the same set of spectrum bands, with one node and
one color representing a group of buyers and a set
of spectrum bands, respectively. In spectrum trading,
the interference information may be unknown or not
accurately known to spectrum buyers (nodes). Factor
graph [93] can model and tackle such spectrum trading
scenarios using probabilistic inference approaches,
such as belief propagation.

Another type of graph structures often used is the
bipartite graph, where nodes representing buyers are
put on one side whereas nodes representing spectrum
bands are put on another side. This structure captures
the actions between buyers and spectrum bands. An
edge is connected between a buyer and a spectrum band
if the buyer is a potential candidate for the spectrum.
Similar to the conflict graph, weights can be put on
edge to characterize the system requirements, such as
throughput and energy efficiency. There are two known
spectrum trading methods based on the bipartite
graph, maximal matching and stable matching. Maximal
matching methods, such as the Hungarian algorithm
[94], lead to a maximal sum-weight spectrum trading
result [95]. Unlike maximal matching methods, stable
matching algorithms, such as the Gale-Shapley algorithm
[94], take the preferences of nodes on both sides into
account [96]. Nodes can build their preference lists
according to their own requirements, not necessarily
according to the same utility function.

Besides conflict graph, factor graph, and bipartite
graph, other graph structures, such as layered graph
[97] can also be used to analyze spectrum trading.
A layered graph can capture the connection between
spectrum assignment and routing path computation
and may adequately model multi-hop spectrum trading
environments.

5. Spectrum Trading Based Dynamic Spectrum
Sharing and Access
In this section, we focus on spectrum trading based
dynamic spectrum sharing and access in various
wireless environments, including the highly popular
cases of cognitive radio (CR), heterogeneous networks
(HetNets), and device-to-device (D2D) transmissions.
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5.1. Spectrum Trading for CR
The scarcity of spectrum and the underutilization of
most licensed spectrum bands have motivated the
popularity of CR over the past decade [98–100]. CR
may be one promising technology for spectrum efficient
wireless access. A typical CR network often consists
of three main entities: spectrum authorities, licensed
users, and unlicensed users. The spectrum authorities
normally refer to government agencies regulating
spectral bands. Licensed users, also called primary
users (PUs), hold licenses of spectrum bands issued
by the spectrum authorities. PUs can be television
stations, wireless telecom operators, and other related
parties. Unlicensed users, also called secondary users
(SUs), have lower priorities than the PUs but eagerly
seek transmission opportunities on the licensed bands
whenever possible. The concept of spectrum trading is
apparently inherent to CR, considering traffic dynamics
and spectrum underutilization of PUs and transmission
requirements of SUs. In other words, CR is simply
one particular form of spectrum trading. Moreover, the
secondary spectrum trading market model originates
from the concept of CR. Next, we primarily focus on
the spectrum trading activities among PUs and SUs in
the secondary spectrum trading market [2, 3].

In the secondary spectrum trading market, PUs can
sell or lease parts of their own bands either exclusively
to the SUs or coexisting with them. Their objective
is to maximize the utility of the licensed spectrum.
In general, utility function of one PU will be an
increasing function of its income from selling the bands
while a decreasing function of its performance loss
due to allowing SUs to use its bands. SUs want to
buy or rent spectrum bands from PUs. Their goal is
to minimize the cost while maximizing their payoff,
such as throughput. The utility function of one SU
will be an increasing function of its own performance
while a decreasing function of its cost. Based on these
fundamental observations, there exist a number of
works on spectrum trading in CR, including several
survey [53–55, 57], pricing mechanisms [11, 14–17],
utility functions [36], spectrum trading games [15, 16,
25, 27, 58, 59, 62, 67], spectrum trading auctions [58,
82, 89], graph-based spectrum trading [90, 91, 93, 96,
97], among others.

5.2. Spectrum Trading for HetNets
HetNets may consist of macro BSs and micro BSs,
which typically transmit at high power levels, overlaid
with several pico BSs, femto BSs, and relay BSs, that
transmit at substantially lower power levels [101] for
local coverage. The high-power BSs are in charge of
the general coverage area while the low-power BSs can
be deployed to eliminate coverage holes in the macro-
only systems and to improve quality and throughput

in high activity (hot) spots. However, to suppress
interference among different BSs, the current spectrum
sharing policy in HetNets is static or inflexible, which
may sacrifice the full capacity of spectrum. To tackle
this issue, spectrum trading has also been introduced
into HetNets for more flexible and dynamic spectrum
sharing [71, 77, 102–105].

In [71], a framework for macrocell-femtocell cooper-
ation under a closed access policy is proposed, where a
femtocell user may act as a relay for macrocell users and
is rewarded with a fraction of the frame duration used
by macrocell users for transmission. A coalitional for-
mation game is used to model and analyze the spectrum
trading process and is solved by the recursive core of the
game. The data rates for both macrocell and femtocell
users can be greatly improved.

In a two-tier HetNet, spectrum trading, in which
small cells may dynamically open portion of the access
opportunities to macrocells for profits, is investigated as
a hierarchical dynamic game [102]. At the lower level, an
evolutionary game is formulated to model and analyze
the adaptive service selection of users. At the upper
level, a Stackelberg game, in which macrocells are
leaders while small cells are followers, is formulated to
characterize the pricing strategy of macrocells and the
open access ratio strategy of small cells. The resulting
dynamic control outperforms its static counterpart.

In [103], a femtocell expects to rent spectrum from
a coexisting macrocell to serve its end users and also
allows hybrid access of the macrocell users to improve
utilities of both femtocell and macrocell. The whole
spectrum trading procedure is modeled and analyzed as
a three-stage Stackelberg game, in which the macrocell
and the femtocell determine the spectrum leasing
ratio, spectrum leasing price, and open access ratio
sequentially. It is shown that both tiers can benefit
from the spectrum leasing. In fact, the hybrid access of
femtocell can further improve their utilities.

5.3. Spectrum Trading for D2D
In cellular networks, nearby mobile terminals may
communicate directly without going through the base
station (as a relay). Such direct terminal-to-terminal
link is known as D2D communications [95]. D2D
communication as an underlaying network to cellular
networks can share the use of cellular resources for
better spectral utilization so long as its interference
to co-channel cellular users is appropriately contained.
Because of the underlaying nature of D2D transmission,
a similar spectrum trading scenario as in a secondary
spectrum trading in CR arises from cellular networks
to support underlying D2D mechanisms.

In [43], a spectrum trading problem of D2D
users and prioritized cellular users is investigated.
It is demonstrated that optimized spectrum trading
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improves the total throughput without generating
harmful interference to cellular networks.

A spectrum trading environment where D2D users
seek transmission opportunities when sharing spec-
trum with uplink cellular users while guaranteeing
the QoS of normal cellular users is studied in [44].
Despite the nonconvexity of the optimization problem,
an analytical characterization of the globally optimal
non-orthogonal spectrum sharing strategy is given.

In [60], a spectrum trading scenario focusing on mode
selection for energy-efficient D2D communications is
modeled as a coalitional game. Stable coalitions, where
no D2D link can change its communication mode to
lower transmission cost without making others worse
off, are found as optimal solutions.

6. Open Issues
In the previous sections, we have provided a compre-
hensive overview of spectrum trading that can signifi-
cantly improve spectrum efficiency. However, there are
still some open issues on the development of more
flexible and more efficient spectrum trading.

6.1. Novel Modeling of Spectrum Trading Market
The development of spectrum markets for wireless ser-
vice provision requires an evolving spectrum trading
market model. This model should consider the latest
advancement in wireless technology and be adequately
supported by the latest wireless technological infras-
tructure. For example, in HetNets terminals from dif-
ferent cells (i.e., different spectrum buyers) may operate
on the same band. The current spectrum trading market
models seldom consider the trading of a spectrum to
multiple spectrum buyers simultaneously or say the
coexistence of multiple spectrum buyers within the
same band. How to manage such coexistence needs to
be well incorporated in new spectrum trading market
models.

6.2. Spectrum Trading for Emergency Response
Under severe conditions or extreme cases, e.g., major
disasters (e.g. earthquake and hurricane), first respon-
ders need to locate and rescue trapped survivors and
maintain reliable communications between responders
and public safety agencies at a time when regular
civilian communications may be jammed or be out of
service. The infrastructure of currently existing wireless
communication systems is inadequate to fully meet
the future demands of such emergency responses from
the perspectives of security, reliability, and robustness.
Contrarily, trading based spectrum paradigm poten-
tially can realize efficient and reliable emergency net-
work transmission, by offloading and redistributing

regular non-urgent traffics to spare or low quality spec-
trum bands while establishing at the same time a coor-
dinated inter-agency rapid response network. However,
how to use spectrum trading to develop interopera-
ble communications system that would integrate exist-
ing radio frequency infrastructures for public services,
including fire, police and emergency medical services,
hospitals, emergency rooms and trauma centers, with
an Internet Protocol (IP) backbone while maintaining
connectivity for mobile terminals remains to be another
challenge.

6.3. Spectrum Trading for Social Benefit Network

Social benefit networks, which cost users less than reg-
ular commercial one, can be set up by opportunistically
exploiting the spectrum vacancies, without the neces-
sity of strictly ensuring a certain level of QoS. For exam-
ple, when the high-rate spectrum bands are lightly-
loaded with regular users, low-income users may enjoy
high-rate services for skill training and commerce at
a deep discount; when the high-rate spectrum bands
become crowded with regular user, low-income users
can be handed over to other low-rate spectrum bands
without considering its QoS. How to schedule the over-
all traffic and adjust the resources allocated to socially
or economically disadvantaged users to balance the
social and economic values of spectrum is an interesting
challenge.

6.4. Transmission across Broad Multi-Spectrum
Bands

Given highly dynamic user requirements and spec-
trum availability, resource allocation in flexible spec-
trum trading based systems is less likely to assign
contiguous spectrum to a single user whose service
request often consists of multiple data flows of vary-
ing QoS needs. First, acquisition of contiguous broad
spectrum is more difficult and costly. In fact, costs
at different wavelengths often differ as some bands
are more suitable for mobile users while others are
more suitable for high-rate low mobility users. Second,
different user data flows may demand different QoS
levels that are not monolithic. The cost can be sub-
stantially reduced when users are assigned fragmented,
multi-spectrum resources to match their data QoS
needs. Another important reason for fragmented multi-
spectrum resource allocation lies in the broad band-
width ranging from the lower very high frequency (VHF)
(54-88MHz, 174-216MHz) once vacated by terrestrial
TV stations up to millimeter wave V-band (60GHz).
These bands are inherently fragmented with multiple
special purpose licensees.
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6.5. Channel Acquisition across Broad
Multi-Spectrum Bands
In flexible spectrum trading based systems, broadband
channel acquisition/estimation is essential for achiev-
ing multi-spectrum diversity. Spectrum sellers that
dynamically allocate their users across broad multi-
spectrum bands plus mobile users flexibly switching
among multi-spectrum bands in a proactive manner
will result in a higher spectral efficiency and/or bet-
ter QoS. Normally, pilots and channel estimation for
a single-band are specifically designed according to
prior historic information on channel characteristics.
For example, more pilots are required for a high-
frequency band to account for faster fading and longer
delay-spread channel states whereas fewer pilots are
deployed for a low-frequency band that tends to exhibit
slower fading and shorter delay spread. However, to
acquire/estimate (instantaneous) channel state informa-
tion (CSI) of different channels across broad multi-
spectrum bands simultaneously is much more challeng-
ing.

6.6. Broadband Sensing
Till now, there has only been limited works on
wideband sensing for CR networks [106–108]. To adapt
to various applications in free spectrum trading, system
feature should be taken into account. In order to reduce
wideband processing time, service searching procedure
must be shortened. Without negotiating with many
spectrum sellers at the same time, it is more efficient
for each spectrum seller to pronounce a range about
their service quality and the corresponding charge.
With such information, users can choose among a
small number of spectrum sellers based on the coarse
information and perform additional price and service
negotiating processes with only a small number of
remaining spectrum sellers. Only when the coarse
service searching is done across a broadband spectrum,
will the ensuing procedure proceed on a set of given
spectrum bands. This process can reduce complexity. In
brief, different features need to be taken into account to
make the system practical.

7. Conclusions
Because of the non-uniform need and heterogeneity
of radio wireless communications temporally and spa-
tially, traditional rigid spectrum management relying
on centralized command and control tends to be ineffi-
cient. In fact, such centralized approach has resulted in
massive underutilization of some spectrum bands while
overcrowding others. Spectrum trading can improve
social and economic values of the spectrum by taking
advantage of market-based mechanisms and thereby
becomes a promising spectrum management approach

in wireless communications. This article presents an
overview of spectrum trading, ranging from the fun-
damental structure of spectrum trading markets to the
state-of-the-art techniques for modeling and solving
various spectrum trading problems, including spec-
trum trading based dynamic spectrum sharing and
access. Furthermore, we identify some open challenges
in spectrum trading for future research in this area.
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